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THEME:
Even when times are hard, it’s possible to have lots of fun without spending a cent—by working together and using imagination.

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
In this touching story, a little boy wants a pet at a time when his family is having financial trouble and must hold the line on expenses. LeVar visits a pet show and discovers all kinds of unusual pets, including pet rocks. He explains that even during “tight times,” there are all kinds of ways to have fun and that working together and using imagination are what is important.

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
Ask students to tell about activities they do for fun at little (or no) cost.
Discuss things that families can do to cope with “tight times.”
Discuss with students the types of animals which make good pets and differentiate them from wild animals that are usually best left on their own. Include in the discussion the dangers of trying to befriend wild animals.
Ask students if they could have any kind of animal for a pet, what would they choose and why?

CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
Collect a variety of recyclable materials, including plastic and cardboard containers, in different shapes and sizes. Have students invent a toy made from the materials. Display all the toys in a “toy store” and have students mark each toy with a price (10 cents or less). Provide an opportunity for students to shop for the toys, using real coins.
Using the leftovers from the recyclable materials, invite small groups of students to invent games that don’t cost anything. Encourage them to be creative. Allow each group to demonstrate its game and provide time for the class to play the games.
Recall some of the inexpensive games the children in the program played (e.g., Rag Basketball, Newspaper Crumble Race, Yogurt Lid Toss, etc.). Gather the materials needed for these games and play them in the classroom, gym, or on the playground.

Solicit donations of old socks, cloth scraps, felt, buttons, fabric trims, and the like, and make sock puppets. Have students work in small groups to create a simple puppet show starring their sock puppets.
Divide the class into small groups and have each group decide on a pet (e.g., dog, cat, hamster or gerbil, rabbit, bird, fish, etc.). Have each group determine the cost of owning its pet. As a whole class, brainstorm the kinds of information the groups will need to gather, such as cost of food, cost of veterinary care, special supplies needed, any licensing fees, and the like. Discuss the various sources for this information. For example, they might call a veterinarian or pet store, look in catalogs and newspaper ads, or write letters. After each group collects the needed information, have the students share their findings with the class. To conclude the activity, have the class rank order the pets from most to least expensive to care for.
As a class, make a “Pet Care Handbook.” Have the groups from the above activity compile the data they collected about the various pets. Set up a page format that includes the information plus some tips for taking care of a particular pet and a sketch of the animal. Bind the finished pages into a book.
Take a class survey of the students’ pets and make a pictograph of the results. Give students a square of paper 2 inches x 2 inches and have them draw a picture of their pet. Glue the pictures under the appropriate headings (e.g., dog, cat, fish, etc.).
Make a “Pet Gallery” bulletin board. Invite students to bring in pictures or drawings of their pets to display on the board. Have them make construction paper “frames” for the pictures and labels identifying the pet and its owner by name. Students who do not have pets may display the pet of a family member or friend or a “wish pet.”

RELATED THEMES:
libraries
money values

RELATED READING RAINBOW PROGRAMS:
Program #49 — Brush
Program #52 — Duncan and Dolores
Program #93 — Mrs. Katz and Tush
Program #112 — Martha Speaks
Program #72 — The Adventures of Taxi Dog
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